
 
 
 
 
Supplies Needed 
 
#47615141 Swarovski 6 pc. 6mm Lt. Siam Heart Flat Backs (2 pk) 
#47860141 Swarovski 80 pc. Lt. Siam Shimmer Flat Backs (1 pk) 
#64017163 Pink Jute Cord (1 pk) 
#65017151 Red Jute Cord (1 pk) 
#65017262 Pink Ombre Natural Cord (1 pk) 
#47554111 Crystal Glue Pen (1 pk) 
Clear French Yogurt Jars (w/ labels removed) 3 
 
Tools Needed 
 
Wax Stick Applicator or Tweezers 
 
Techniques to Know 
 
Gluing Flat Backs 

 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
(SUGGESTIONS:  Faux succulents can be set in the middle of the jar and 
surrounded w/ small chipped rocks.  For real succulents, place a few rocks in the 
bottom of the jar, fill the jar w/ soil, and push the succulent down into the soil.) 

 
Red Jute Succulent Holder Instructions: 
 

1. Unwrap the entire length of red jute cord.  Fold in half.  Beginning with the 
fold, wrap the folded cord one time around the top of a yogurt jar.  Bring 
the ends through the fold.  Separate each cord end and start wrapping the 
ends evenly, in opposite directions, down around the jar.  When you are 

Succulent holders 
 

 



nearing the bottom of the jar, tie the cords into a tight knot.  Trim cord 
ends. 

2. Place tiny dots of glue around the base of the jar, where you want to glue 
on flat backs. (We glued on 33 small lt. Siam flat backs around the base.) 

3. Use wax tip applicator or tweezers to place flat backs onto the glue dots. 
4. Allow to dry. 

 
Pink Ombre Succulent Holder Instructions: 
 

1. Cut a 7' length of ombre colored cord.  Fold in half.  Beginning with the fold, 
wrap the folded cord one time around the top of a yogurt jar.  Bring the 
ends through the fold.  Separate each cord end and start wrapping the ends 
evenly, in opposite directions, down around the top of the jar.  When you 
are nearing the end of the cord, tie the two ends into a tight bow.  Trim 
bow cord ends even. 

2. On a flat surface, lay out a heart shape using six heart flat backs and six lt. 
Siam shimmer flat backs.  

3. Underneath the cord bow, place small dots of glue on the front of the side 
of the jar where you want to place the heart shaped flat backs. 

4. Use wax tip applicator or tweezers to place flat backs onto the glue dots. 
5. Place thirteen evenly spaced tiny dots of glue around the outside of the 

middle of the jar. 
6. Use wax tip applicator or tweezers to place flat backs onto the glue dots. 

(We glued on six hearts and seven lt. Siam flat backs.) 
7. Allow to dry. 

 
Pink Jute Succulent Holder Instructions: 
 

1. Cut a 7' length of pink jute cord. Fold in half.  Beginning with the fold, wrap 
the folded cord one time around the top of a yogurt jar.  Bring the ends 
through the fold.  Separate each cord end and start wrapping the cord ends 
evenly, in opposite directions, down around the top of the jar.  When you 
are nearing the end of the cord, tie the two ends into a tight knot.  Trim 
cord ends. 

2. On a flat surface, lay out lt. Siam shimmer flat backs to make an X and an O.  
(We used 9 flat backs for the X and 8 flat backs for the O.) 



3. Place tiny dots of glue on the side of a yogurt jar where you want to place 
the X and O flat backs. 

4. Place thirteen evenly spaced tiny dots of glue around the outside of the 
middle of the jar. 

5. Use wax tip applicator or tweezers to place flat backs onto the glue dots. 
(We glued on six lt. Siam flat backs and seven lt. Siam shimmer flat backs.) 

6. On the base of the yogurt jar, underneath the X and the O, place three tiny 
dots of glue.  Use wax tip applicator or tweezers to glue a lt. Siam shimmer 
flat back onto the middle dot and a lt. Siam flat back on each side dot. 

7. Allow to dry. 
 
 
Skill Level: Beginner 
 
Approximate Crafting Time: 1 Hr. 
 


